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Taking Action

Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez speaks at the World
Economic Forum

Help Us Build an Accurate
Worldview
An accurate assessment of a problem is
necessary to employ the proper solution. If
the assessment is not accurate, then the
proposed solution will ultimately fail. 

Readers and viewers of The New American
know that the battle for Americans’ rights,
liberties, and freedom will not be won just
by Congress, and they especially know that
the battle certainly isn’t entirely a partisan
political fight (Republican vs. Democrat).
Yet, the vast majority of Americans don’t
know that, so an inordinate amount of time,
energy, and resources is wasted through
partisan politics, leaving many patriots
frustrated. 

Since 1958, members of The John Birch Society (the parent company of The New American) have
helped to teach Americans that the true battle is freedom vs. bondage. Those wanting to implement
world government would do so at the expense of America’s founding principles and protection of God-
given rights. This New World Order, as they call it, will subjugate every single person under a
worldwide tyranny. The recent World Economic Forum conference, as covered by this issue, adds
credence to our long-standing claim. 

Attendees at the WEF heard from Pakistani Foreign Minister Bilawal Bhutto Zardari, who said, “Here at
WEF … there’s a lot of discussion about what the new world order will be… I hope this time around,
once we’re building this new world order or new rules-based order, the voice of the global south and
the developing world is included.”

Also at the WEF, Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez declared, “Supporting economic openness and
multilateralism will be crucial to protect the global order that Putin is trying to destroy.” As Steve Bonta
covered in his WEF article in this issue (see “WEF’s Agenda-setting Confab“), globalists are doubling
down, trying to ram through their Great Reset by proposing the implementation of “new systems.”

Still, there are many Americans who only see a small part of the problem. Unfortunately, this leads to
ineffective solutions or non-solutions, including an Article V Constitutional Convention. As we asked
back in 1967, what good will a convention do if the New World Order conspiracy is not defeated? A
similar question should be asked of all other “solutions.” What good will they do if we lose the
Constitution because of Americans waging battle elsewhere? Or how will a convention help when the
United States gets rolled into an EU-style union that ignores the will of the people?

During a recent staff meeting, some TNA writers observed that this year’s World Economic Forum had
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received large amounts of negative coverage outside of The New American and the small handful of
other media outlets who normally cover such news. Even CNN published an online news analysis with
the headline, “Davos draws record crowds, but its relevance is fading.” The article makes the argument
that since the 2008 financial disaster, globalism has been falling out of favor. Then, with the
“pandemic,” support for globalism supposedly dried up faster than the supply chains.

Currently, it’s popular to be against the WEF, which is helpful, but where was the scrutiny of the
climate-change narrative during the UN’s COP27 in Egypt, where The New American was mostly on its
own as far as reporting is concerned? The UN has been built over many decades to be a global
governmental infrastructure, complete with its own founding documents that establish government as
the source, grantor, and final arbiter of rights (the complete opposite of the American system designed
to protect God-given rights). Let’s not discount its role in building the New World Order.

The New American and The John Birch Society have helped a great number of Americans and others
around the globe establish a correct perspective or worldview regarding the true battle of good vs. evil,
as the now seemingly “open” conspiracy continues its drive toward the New World Order. We say
“open” because its proponents no longer enjoy the dark cloak of secrecy.

To help others gain this knowledge, be sure to share copies of this magazine with others. Share our
videos and our solutions. We are now publishing our videos on popular streaming avenues, such as
Roku, and even have a smartphone app exclusively for video streaming. Our expansion into Brannon
Howse’s World View Weekend Broadcast Network (see “The New American Goes Live — Daily!“) is a
great opportunity to connect with those who want to take action. Start at TheNewAmerican.com.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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